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 also published under the title introduction to studies pakistan studies is a series of monographs that seeks to investigate the
dynamics of modernisation and the resistance to it in non-western societies. it examines the social and cultural transformations
occurring in new and developing countries. the series is devoted to the study of the process of modernization in the developing

societies of Pakistan and the Indian subcontinent. the series is published by palgrave macmillan, boston, massachusetts, and new
york, ny. pakistan studies will be published in two volumes, and will include texts in both farsi and english. the second volume
of pakistan studies will be published in 2016. in the meantime, volume 1 was published in 2012, in the following languages:

arabic, chinese, ethiopian, french, german, hebrew, indonesian, italian, kurdish, malayalam, persian, romanian, spanish, swedish,
turkish, uzbek, and urdu. palgrave macmillan wishes to thank the following institutions for their support of this series: the

german government research and teaching aid programme, the german foreign office, the sukuk institution, and the university
of leipzig. pakistan studies #1 introduction already in the mid-1970s, german political philosophers came to the conclusion that

a world of developing countries (west, east, south, and southeast) is emerging. they introduced the concept of developing nations
(devorgent), arguing that the 'new world' is the outcome of the process of modernization of non-western societies (the west

included). They stressed the following points: a) modernization would transform the culture of the developed societies, causing
them to become 'deculturated' and 'decolonized'. b) in the developed countries, modernization is coming under the banner of a

liberal democratic project, and in non-western soc 82157476af
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